
Modeling Animals with Bones, Muscles, and SkinJane WilhelmsUSCS-CRL-95-01January 24, 1994Baskin Center for Computer Engineering and Information SciencesUniversity of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064AbstractA new approach to animal modeling and animation using simulated individual bones and muscles, softtissues, and skin is described. Bones and muscles (made of combinations of ellipsoids) can be generatedautomatically from a tree structure and joint geometry or designed interactively. Together with softtissue, these provide the underlying anatomy. A polygonal skin mesh is automatically generated toform a smooth covering. Muscles stretch across joints, and their orientations, sizes, and shapes changeduring joint motion. The skin mesh automatically adjusts to changes in position due to the e�ect ofneighboring skin points and anchor points associated with the underlying anatomy. Much of the processis automated; parameters may be be adjusted, and components can be added and removed. Manipulationand animation occur at comfortable interactive speeds on graphics workstations.Keywords: computer graphics, computer animation, computer modeling, animal and skin modeling.
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1 IntroductionModeling animals has been a surprisingly ignored area of research in computer graphics, given how beautifuland varied they are, and how much they are a part of the natural environment. Most animal modeling hasconcentrated on modeling humans, especially their faces. While this research is also applicable to modelingthe human animal, its main interest is in providing a tool for modeling a variety of animals. (Because itrelies upon an endoskeleton with muscles and covered by a exible skin, it really concentrates on modelingvertebrates.) Because of this interest, the method is designed to be semi-automated, to provide for re�nementthrough interactive design, and to create models that can be used exibly among di�erent animals types.The basic premise of the model (a natural one though seemingly never used before for whole animalmodeling in computer graphics) is that the animal is a structure of bones, individual muscles, and soft tissuescovered by a exible skin. What is particularly unusual here is that the muscles are anchored to di�erentbody segments at origin (proximal segment) and insertion (distal segment) points, and move and changeshape according to the relative positions of these points. The exible skin, which is created automaticallyonce the bones, muscles, and soft tissues (\stu�ng") are designed, is anchored to particular of these tissuesand moves naturally according to their motion.The model could accommodate complex surface or volumetric models for bones, muscles, and stu�ng,but, in the interest of speed and ease of use, these are all modeled as ellipsoids. Default bones and musclesfor the whole model can be generated from a tree structure and basic joint geometry, and these defaultcomponents can be interactively added to, removed, or changed in shape and position to create the desiredanimal. Ellipsoids are actually a rather natural shape for muscles (made of three ellipsoids representing twotendons and a muscle body) and bones (the default is made of two larger end ellipsoids and a thin, longshaft between), and make it possible to model quite complex animals interactively. The skin is a polygonalmesh generated by an isosurface program.Using this method, interesting animal models can be easily created, either conforming to known patternsor with entirely new and fantastic anatomies. Because of the remarkable similarity in the structure of mostvertebrates, a similarity that increases with evolutionary proximity, a detailed model of one animal can beused for a range of individuals and for other species with a moderate amount of modi�cation.2 BackgroundMost of the research published on modeling animals has been speci�cally oriented toward modeling humans,and much of that concentrates on modeling faces. Research of most interest here is that which developsmodels at least semi-automatically (as opposed to brute-force tweaking of parametric surfaces, or digitizingactual objects) and where the models provide a natural deformation during animation. We are not interested,here, in the interesting and di�cult issues of how the motion itself is generated.Some of the best animals have been created for commercial advertising and movies, and details of themethods used are not published. Two excellent recent examples are the polar bears of Rhythm and Hues[RH94, Car94] and the dinosaurs of Jurassic Park [Stu93, Dun93]. Both were initially digitized from materialmodels. 2



Two major problems with simulating animal (including human) bodies are simulating the e�ect ofmuscle bulges dependent on joint positions, and creating a skin near joints that appears natural for anyjoint position. Several years ago, Chadwick et al [CHP89] presented a method for constructing deformableanimated characters. While no attempt was made to be anatomically correct (indeed, characters weremeant to be more of the expressive cartoon type than real animals), their multi-layered construction usingsome physical simulation produced very expressive characters. Squash and stretch was achieved by usingfree-form deformations controlled by joint positions. Mark Henne used a pseudo-physical model to causemuscle bulges [Hen90]. Gourret et al [GTT89] used a �nite element model to model esh, and demonstrateddeformations due to contact with external objects, speci�cally the hand grasping an object. Badler andMorris also presented a method for dealing with joint modeling [BM82]. Most skin models deform skin dueto the spring-like inuence of neighboring points, and the inuence of underlying structures. None appearto have used simulated muscles that move between �xed end points on di�erent joints, and change shapelike real muscles.Realistic simulation of humans has long been a central interest of Magnenat-Thalmann and Thalmannand their collaborators [MTT83, MTT87, fCGF91, MTT91b]. A recent paper [MTT91a] describes a methodof creating natural looking skin over joints, which they emphasize as an extremely di�cult problem to dealwith simply and well.Considerable work has been done on the human face [Par82, Wat87, TF88, Wil90, TW90, TW91, LTW93].The problems of modeling and animating animals are accentuated in facial modeling because of the greatexibility, nuances of expression, and the many meanings associated with facial expressions. Early geometricmodels soon became parameterized [Par82]. More recently, physical simulation has become involved. Someof the most realistic models have come from Terzopoulos and Waters and their associates [Wat87, TPBF87,TF88]. A recent paper [LTW93] uses a highly automated physics-based approach where a triangulated facialmesh from scanned data is used to create an underlying fatty-tissue/muscle layer, and then a bone layer,which are connected by springs with di�erent stress-strain characteristics. Choice of muscles to simulatefacial expression and the ability of skin to slide across the bony surface makes for considerable realism,though they don't discuss the expense of the model. An earlier version [TW90] provided interactive rateson high-end graphics workstations. In [TW91], they describe an adaptive method for creating the mesh overthe face. These facial simulations have used individual simulated muscles to create realistic motion; researchdescribed in our paper uses simulated muscles over the whole body.Though a furry surface or realistic skin was not attempted in this present research, noteworthy fur [Kaj89,RH94] and skin [HK93] have been produced. Our initial skin is generated by an isosurface extraction programusing the \marching-cubes" approach [LC87, WVG92].3 Modeling ApproachModeling begins with a given tree structure describing segments and their connections. A rest geometry forthe structure giving the locations of joints can be speci�ed either interactively or through a �le. The user caninteractively add, delete, and modify bones, muscles, and stu�ng to create the underlying structure. All arecreated from combinations of ellipsoids. (Stu�ng is used to model tissues other than bones and muscles that3
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Figure 1: Coordinate systems used in modeling and animation.are important to body shape, such as lungs and guts.) Because this can be rather laborious, it is possible torequest default bones and muscles to provide a starting structure.As is typical with hierarchical models, most body parts are de�ned in local coordinate systems whichare transformed to world space coordinates for drawing. Because the use of di�erent coordinate systemsis especially important to the method described here, we will point out what the important ones are (seeFigure 1). The world coordinate system or frame is the system into which all parts must be transformed fordisplay. Each segment of the body (e.g., upper arm, lower arm, hand, etc.) is de�ned in its own local segmentcoordinate frame. Two transformations converting the segment frame to its parent segment coordinate frameare kept with each segment. One transformation de�nes the default position of the segment to its parent,the other de�nes the state transformation, due to rotations about that joint from the rest position. Eachellipsoid has its own ellipsoid coordinate frame (see Section 3.1). There are also bone coordinate frames (seeSection 3.2) andmuscle coordinate frames (see Section 3.3) which de�ne these entities relative to the segmentto which they belong.Once underlying components are created, skin creation is largely automatic. We use an isosurfaceextraction program to create the skin polygon mesh. A �ltering step helps make a smooth skin. Skin pointsare associated with their nearest ellipsoidal underlying component. The motion of skin during animation ispartly due to the inuence of this assocation, and partly due to inuence of neighbor skin points. This isdescribed in Section 3.4. 4



Tree, geometry, bones, muscles, stu�ng, and skin are all stored in separate �les, making it easy to usethem for di�erent animals, and to test varying con�gurations.3.1 EllipsoidsThe basic primitive is the ellipsoid, speci�ed by the equation x2a2 + y2b2 + z2c2 = 1: Ellipsoids can be succinctlystored, and solving the equation for a particular 3D point indicates if the point is in, on, or outside theellipsoid. Ellipsoids are centered at the origin of their own local coordinate frame. Ellipsoid data typesspecify the major axes (a; b; c), the ellipsoid volume (4�abc3 ), the ratio of the X and Y axis lengths (ab ), and ageometric transformation including translation, scale, and rotation that places the ellipsoid in the appropriatecoordinate system. (This is the segment coordinate frame for a stu�ng ellipsoid, a bone coordinate framefor a bone ellipsoid, or the muscle coordinate frame for a muscle ellipsoid. This is described in more detailbelow.) The ellipsoid data type also keeps track of the body component and segment to which it belongs, andcurrent matrices transforming points in ellipsoid space to world space and vice versa. These are importantbecause adjusting the skin during motion occurs in both the local and world coordinate systems.Ellipsoids only need to be drawn if it is desirable to show the body constituents beneath the skin, otherwisetheir shapes are used to displace the skin vertices. When displayed, non-uniform scaling of primitives fromthe SGI sphere library is used. Though non-uniform scaling is not recommended with this package, we havefound it an e�cient and visually acceptable way to image ellipsoids quickly.3.2 Bones and Stu�ngA bone data type consists of a geometrical transformation which locates the bone in its local bone coordinatesystem within the segment coordinate system to which the bone belongs, and three ellipsoids. The Z-axisof the bone coordinate system is the longitudinal axis of the bone, and the origin of the bone coordinatesystem is the proximal (nearest the body root) end of the bone. The three ellipsoids are normally (fora simple \dog-bone") lined up in a row along the Z-axis of the bone coordinate frame. Their geometrictransformations locate them within the bone coordinate frame.By default, a newly requested bone lies along the longitudinal axes (the Z-axis) of its segment with alength equal to the longitudinal length of a bounding box around the limb de�ned by neighboring joints. Thecenter shaft is a long thin ellipsoid whose width is 15% of its length. Two bulbous ends are spherical ellipsoidswhose diameter is 30% of the bone length. Certain non-standard bones must be added, and reshaped, suchas the pelvis, scapula, and ribs. Bones can be added, repositioned, and the size, shape, and location of theconstituent ellipsoids interactively changed. Figure 5 shows the bony skeleton of the test cat (\zuni cat").Note how the three ellipsoids of the shoulder blade were rearranged to produce a quite un-dog-bone-likeshape.\Stu�ng" refers to ellipsoids used to simulate general soft tissue important for shaping the body, suchas in the the abdomen and thorax, and is also used to add features such as ears, nose and eyes. The stu�ngdata type is a single ellipsoid data type. Visually, stu�ng appears as purple in the �gures. Because stu�ngis a simple ellipsoid, the ellipsoid coordinate frame places it in its segment.5



3.3 MusclesMuscles are a more interesting data type. They again consist of three ellipsoids (two tendons and a musclebody between), extending from an origin point on one (the proximal) segment to an insertion point onanother distal segment (farther from the body root). The local muscle coordinate frame places it relative tothe proximal segment. The muscle coordinate frame has its origin at the origin point of the muscle, and theZ-axis of the muscle coordinate frame extends in a direction such that it intersects the insertion point of themuscle. Three ellipsoids are lined up along this Z-axis. When the joint between moves, the orientation ofthe Z-axis relative to the proximal segment coordinate frame will move also, and the positions and sizes ofthe three ellipsoids will change so that they just span the distance between origin point and insertion point.(See Figure 2.)A default muscle stretches from an origin point 10% of the distance from the proximal end of the proximalsegment to an insertion point 10% along the longitudinal axis of the insertion segment. When the standarddefault muscles are requested, four muscles are created for each joint, each with origin and insertion pointsdisplaced slightly away from the longitudinal axes of the proximal and distal segments, to simulate anabductor, adductor, exor, and extensor muscle. The tendons are each 20% of the distance between theorigin and insertion points, and the muscle body is 60% of the distance. The width of muscle body andtendons is 40% of their lengths.To re�ne a muscle, the origin and insertion points can be interactively repositioned using sliders. A resetfunction then automatically resizes muscle body and tendon sizes to lie between these two points, using thesize relationships stated above. Finally, the user can reshape the ellipsoids de�ning the muscle body andtendons if the default shapes are not desirable.The system stores two notions of each muscle: the rest state and the present state. First, muscles aredesigned and the model stored in the rest state position speci�ed by the rest limb geometry. However, thelimbs may be repositioned. The origin and insertion points of the muscle in their local segment framesremain constant, but the muscle between them may need to be reshaped. Also, the new axis of the musclemust be calculated. The adjusted muscle taking into account these changes is necessary for drawing muscles,or for causing changes in the skin.To �nd the present muscle con�guration, a vector from the origin point to the insertion point, bothspeci�ed in the origin segment frame, is found. This is easily done by applying the joint transformationsbetween the origin and insertion segment frames to the insertion point, and then subtracting the origin pointfrom the insertion point. This vector originates at the origin point of the muscle, and speci�es the Z-axis ofthe present muscle coordinate frame. It is dependent on changes at the intervening joints, so the length ofthe new vector (lnew) may not be the same length (lrest) as a similarly de�ned vector in the rest position.Muscle body and tendon lengths are scaled by the factor relating the new muscle length to the rest length( lnewlrest ). For the muscle to reshape itself in a fairly natural fashion, the volume of the muscle ellipsoids andtheir X=Y axis ratios should be constant. New ellipsoid axis lengths are calculated by the following formula(v is ellipsoid volume, and r is ab from the rest state):6
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Figure 2: Muscle and bone ellipsoids shown in exed and extended state with relevant parts labelled.cnew = lnewlrest (1)7



bnew = r 3v4cnewr� (2)anew = bnewr (3)If the new length is shorter than the rest length, this causes the muscle to bulge; and if larger, to becomethinner.Next, a transformation de�ning the relation of the new muscle axis to the origin segment coordinateframe must found. This can be done using techniques described in standard graphics texts [FDFH90] forrotating a given vector into another arbitrary vector. I.e., �nd a local coordinate system for which the muscleaxis vector is the Z-axis by taking a cross-product of the axis vector with a non-parallel vector, and thentaking a cross-product of the axis vector with the new vector. Normalize axes and use them as rows in arotation matrix (using the SGI vector-matrix convention).Finally, muscle ellipsoids are placed along this axis at appropriate distances from the muscle origin pointto line up the tendons with the muscle body between.This may sound complex but the calculation need only be done when joints change, and, even then, arequite fast. Muscles can be animated and shown changing shape in close to realtime (see Section 4).Figure 4 show a structure created almost totally automatically (stu�ng was added interactively) fromdefault parameters, showing the muscles (red), tendons and bones (white), stu�ng (purple), and a skin meshcovering them.3.4 SkinSkin is generated automatically under the inuence of user-de�ned parameters, and skin motion duringanimation is also automatically generated. As skin behavior is rather more complex than the aboveconstituents, we discuss it in terms of generation, anchoring, modi�cation, and adjustment during motion.3.5 Skin GenerationA volume of data points on a rectilinear grid of a user-speci�ed resolution is created over the animal model.A world-space bounding box is found for each ellipsoid making up the animal, and used to �nd which volumedata points might possibly be in a particular ellipsoid. The interior data points (lying in the world-spacebounding box) are tested by transforming them to the coordinate frame of the particular ellipsoid usingthe inverse of the matrix that would be used to draw the ellipsoid in world space, and solving the ellipsoidequation using their local position within the ellipsoid frame. If the value is less than or equal to one, thatpoint is in the ellipsoid and is assigned an integer value dependent on the type of ellipsoid. Decreasing valuesare assigned for bones, muscles, tendons, and stu�ng, simulating their relative densities. If a point is not inany ellipsoid, it is given a value of zero, simulating air. This produces a volume not unlike a CT-scan imageof the animal.To produce a smooth skin, this volume is then �ltered some number of times (�ve is often good). The�lter used is a Gaussian with a default decay of 2 (which can be changed by the user), a�ecting 27 pointscentered at the point being �ltered. The decay factors are8



wi = decayi(decay + 2)3 (4)where the center point is scaled by w3, 1-adjacent points by w2, 2-adjacent points by w1, and 3-adjacentpoints by w0. The �ltered value actually used is the maximum of the �ltered value from this algorithm andthe original value, so that the �ltering spreads outward from the points included in the animal.The resulting data volume is sent to an isosurface extraction subroutine using a user-de�ned thresholdto extract a polygonal skin model. Edge lists are created giving neighboring skin points for each skin point,and a rest length for each edge is found. (Skin should always be extracted from the resting position of theanimal.)We used the isosurface approach to generate the skin mesh. One problem with the approach is thatpolygons are sized by the volume used. It would be better if the generation program produced an adaptivemesh that concentrated skin points in regions of high curvature or great exibility. On the other hand, thevolumetric method allows the skin volume to be �ltered before isosurface extraction, which produces a muchsmoother skin over the sometimes rather bumpy underlying constituents. Perhaps a method of adaptivelyadjusting the extracted mesh would be a good compromise.3.6 AnchoringOnce the default skin has been found, it must be anchored to appropriate body parts, and rest lengths of skinpoints to their anchors on these body parts must be found. This involves converting skin points originallyin world space into the frame of the ellipsoids they might be associated with, and selecting the ellipsoidclosest to the skin point as the anchor ellipsoid. Figure 3 shows important components in anchoring andmoving skin. As time isn't a major consideration with this preliminary step, one could check all skin pointsagainst all ellipsoids. In our case, the solution is quite fast because when the volume is originally created,the ellipsoids associated with each volume point are remembered, and this information can be used to limitthe search.While the solution of the ellipsoid equation for a given point indicates if that point is on, in, or outsideof the ellipsoid, the value of the equation is the square of the distance from the center, not the distancefrom the nearest point on the ellipsoid to the point of interest. An iterative Newton-Raphson approach isused to �nd the near point. Let (x0; y0; z0) be the skin point in the ellipsoid coordinate frame and (a; b; c)be the ellipsoid axis lengths. Given the parameter t, a tolerance tol and initial change of parameter dt arecalculated. t = 0 (5)tol = abs(0:0000001 � (f(0) � 1)) (6)dt = 2 � tol (7)The following iteration occurs until the absolute value of dt is less than the tolerance or ten iterationshave occurred. 9
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z = z0 � (c2)(c2 + 2t) (10)f(t) = a2x20(a2 + 2t)2 + b2y20(b2 + 2t)2 + c2z20(c2 + 2t)2 (11)f 0(t) = �4a2x20(a2 + 2t)3 + �4b2y20(b2 + 2t)3 + �4c2z20(c2 + 2t)3 (12)dt = �1:0 � (f(t) � 1)f 0(t) (13)t = t+ dt (14)(15)The �nal (x; y; z) is the anchor point and the distance between (x0; y0; z0) and the anchor is the restlength for that skin point for the edge to its anchor point. The anchor position and the skin point arestored in the local ellipsoid frame parameterized by the ellipsoid axis lengths (so as to lie between 0 and1) by dividing the actual local position by the ellipsoid axis lengths. When the actual location of such aparameterized point must be found in the ellipsoid frame, it is scaled by the ellipsoid axis lengths. As theaxis lengths may have changed due to joint changes, these changes are correctly reected in the new positionsof the points in question. This causes skin points and anchor points to move appropriately with changes tomuscle shapes.Occasionally (but unusually), a few skin points are actually inside of an ellipsoid, or closer to the ellipsoidthan a minimumallowed distance. When this happens, they are displaced outward along the ellipsoid normala desirable distance. This can be found using the above iteration and pushing the point outward along thenormal to the ellipse at the anchor point by the minimum distance.Besides the anchor, each skin point also has a virtual anchor, which is the default position of the skinpoint (in the resting position). The virtual anchor is used in skin positioning, and is also parameterized bythe ellipsoid axis lengths (see Figure 3.)3.7 Modi�cationThe skin generated by the above method can be interactively modi�ed by the user. Perhaps the most usefulmodi�cation is to change the \spring constant" (k) controlling the strength of the pull on a skin point fromother points connected to it by edges (see Section 3.8). k can be reset for edges between all skin points orbetween an interactively picked set of skin points; it can also be set between skin points and their virtualanchors for all skin points, for skin points associated with given segments, or for a selected set of skin points.Another useful parameter is the length between skin points and their anchors. In some cases, it isdesirable for skin to be closer to or farther from their underlying tissues than the default. This length canbe reset per segment or for selected points.Finally, one can reset the actual resting positions of selected skin points. However, in most cases, it iseasier and more e�ective to alter the underlying structure to create the desired e�ect, rather than tweakpoints. 11



3.8 Skin Adjustment During MotionWhen joints are moved, skin points should also move taking into account the positions of their virtual anchorpoints and neighboring points connected to them by edges. In order for this to work well and e�ciently,skin points, anchor points, and virtual anchor points are kept both as values in the local ellipsoid frame towhich they are related (parameterized by axis lengths), and in world space. Transformation between thetwo is e�ciently done because each ellipsoid stores the matrix transforming its local system to world space,and the inverse of this matrix which transforms points in world space to the local frame.When a joint is moved, initial positions of each skin point in world space are found by transforming thelast position of the skin point in its ellipsoid local coordinate frame to world space using the new relationshipof local space to world space. This produces a good approximation of a stable position for the point.Next, the skin is iteratively adjusted in world space taking into account the inuence of neighbor points(which are connected to the point by edges) and the virtual anchor. The number of iterations can be setby the user, and it is possible to iterate continuously in the background when not actively interacting withthe program. In practice, however, movement of skin points due to iteration is not visible, even for largemotions, after about �ve iterations, and for small motions, after two or three.The algorithm for skin adjustment is not using physical simulation, and no integration is used. However,the e�ect is much the same. Deviations from the rest length of edges connected to each skin point are usedfor the adjustment. The rest lengths of edges to other skin points was found during extraction of the skin.The rest length of the edge to the virtual anchor is 0. We use the virtual anchor (the rest position of thepoint) rather than the anchor on the ellipsoid because it gives better visual results. If the ellipsoid anchoris used, the point can rotate around the anchor and �nd a stable position very close to or even inside theellipse. While collision detection can take care of this, it is expensive.The change in position for each skin point is the sum of changes in position caused by each of the edgesto which it is attached. Let lr be the rest length for a particular edge; and let lp be the present length ofthat edge. Let P be the 3D vector from the skin point of interest to the point connected to it by this edge,and k be the \spring constant" for that edge. (The default value for k for all edges is 1.) Then, the changein position due to this edge is Dp = k � lp � lrlp (16)If the edge in question is between a skin point and its virtual anchor (lp = 0), no displacement is caused, asthis is the desired length. In the unusual case where lp = 0 when the edge is between skin points (two pointscoincide), the displacement is set to be a small amount in a set direction.For edges between skin points, we �nd that setting the displacement to zero if the present length is lessthan the rest length is visually desirable. However, for more �nely sampled meshes than we normally use,letting skin points push away from each other could be used to cause wrinkles.The new position for the point Pt+1 due to inuences of its i edges, each of which has displacement Dpiis 12



Pt+1 = Pt +XDpi (17)Once a new position for a point is determined, the location of that point in the local coordinate frame ofits ellipsoid is found and stored.Collisions between skin points and ellipsoids can be checked for, and points displaced to avoid them whenthey occur, but they slow the skin adjustment, even when collision detection is only done with ellipsoids onnearby segments. Because virtual anchors tend to keep points from colliding with their own ellipsoids, andthe underlying tissues are not normally displayed under an opaque skin, small interpenetrations have littlevisual e�ect. We don't do collision detection between widely separated segments or other objects at thistime.4 Experimental ResultsThe method is demonstrated using a few \animals". The �rst is a simple armed structure that illustrateswhat can be achieved using purely default parameters and automatic component generation. The secondis the \zuni cat", which is closer to a model that might be used for real animations. The third is a toad,created from the cat description �les, to illustrate how the model for one animal can be modi�ed to create aquite di�erent one. (A menagerie is being developed.) Images and animations were done on an SGI RealityEngine with a 150 MHz processor. The FORMS user interface package was used [Ove91]. Animationswere created using simple key-framing with a Hermite spline. A facility to save the skin and animate itby simpling redrawing it in a new position (rather than calculating that new position) makes it possible toensure realtime animation. However, calculating new skin positions and observing the resultant animationis always fast enough to call it \interactive" in that it gives a feel for the motion.4.1 Two-Armed StructureThe two-armed structure, like all these structures, is de�ned by a number of (most ascii) �les, which aregiven in a \specs" �le used as a command-line argument to the program fauna. The tree �le indicates thatthere are seven segments and how they are linked. The geometry �le (created interactively) describes howthe segments are located relative to each other in their rest con�guration. The bones �le describes the sevenbones created by default. The muscles �le describes the twenty-four muscles created by default (four foreach joint). The stu�ng �le describes two ellipsoids added to esh out the distal appendages. The skin wascreated from a 60x60x60 resolution volume using seven �lter iterations and a �lter decay of 2.0. An asciiskin �le describes the parameters used in skin generation and gives the name of a binary surface �le de�ningthe 2636 vertices and their normals, and the 3175 polygons of the extracted surface.Skin generation takes about 15 seconds of elapsed time for this low-resolution structure. The skin can beadjusted (taking into account joint changes, reshaping of muscles, and adjustments due to skin edges) andanimated at about 8 frames per second (elapsed time) using 1 iteration of skin adjustment, or at 3 framesper second using 5 iterations. Visually, no change is detectable after 5 iterations for rather gross changes inposition, or after 2 or 3 iterations for small changes in position, and, actually, di�erences are subtle after the13



�rst iteration. If collision detection with nearby ellipsoids is used, animation with 1 adjustment iterationoccurs at about 3 frames per second. If the skin for each frame is precalculated and stored, it can easily beredrawn in realtime. Ellipsoid repositioning and reshaping (for muscles) is quite fast, and the structure canbe animated showing bones, stu�ng, and muscles (without skin) at 20 frames per second. Adjusting theskin is the major expense during animation.Figure 4 shows this structure in a non-resting position, with bones, muscles, stu�ng, and skin mesh onthe left, and the texture-mapped skin polygons on the right. The skin of the �gure can be adjusted andanimated in close to realtime, as shown in the animation.4.2 Zuni CatThe second model is a simulated cat consisting of 27 segments, 39 bones, 123 muscles, and 13 stu�ngs. Thesample volume was of resolution 83x83x83 and it produced a skin mesh of 5518 vertices and 6787 polygonsusing �ve �lter iterations. The mesh was used as automatically generated, except that two points at thetips of the ears were displaced upwards to produce pointed ears, and the points around the head were drawncloser to the skull ellipsoid by reducing their anchor lengths. Also, points on the trunk of the body andupper limbs were given very loose anchor connections (small values of k to virtual anchors) to simulate theextremely baggy nature of cat skin in those regions (see Figure 8).Generation of the volume, �ltering, and skin extraction took about a minute of elapsed time for thisstructure. Adjustment and animation of the skin can be done at 3.3 frames per second using 1 adjustmentiteration, 1.5 frames per second using 5 adjustment iterations, or about 0.75 frames per second using 1adjustment iteration with collision detection and response. Actually, though, visual di�erences betweenimages using these di�erent parameter settings are subtle.Figure 5 shows the 39 cat bones. Figure 6 shows the bent left leg of the cat. At left are shown bones,muscles, stu�ng and skin mesh, with blue vectors showing connections from skin points to anchor pointson ellipsoids, and red vectors showing displacements of skin points from virtual anchor points. At right isshown the texture-mapped polygonal skin in this position. Figure 7 shows the cat in a running posture,again with the underlying components at left and the skin at right. Figure 8 shows three cats demonstratingtheir exibility. The videotape shows the zuni cat's exibility during animation.4.3 ToadThe toad model was created from the cat model �les in about an hour. The main constituents are presentin both (ears and tail were removed), but their sizes were changed, and the default geometry was reshaped.The skin shown was generated automatically and contains 8441 vertices and 6752 polygons. Figure 9 showsthe bones, muscles, and stu�ng at left, and the texture-mapped skin at right.5 Future WorkA more realistic base animal is desirable. A truly exible animal model should have most of the joints of thevertebrate body. (There are 206 bones in the human body, but many are fused or have little motion, suchas the skull, wrist, and foot.) A model that provides a fairly smooth surface for skin application and natural14



reshaping should have most of the major muscle groups, ignoring, perhaps, the deep ones. Though it will besome hours of work to interactively create such an animal, even with the help of automated default bonesand muscles, it should provide a basic model from which other species and individuals can be created fairlyeasily.Even better, if one knew the origins and insertions of major muscles, it would be possible to create themautomatically, rather than in the rather adhoc fashion now used. Though a more complex model wouldslow down the program some, work on our present models suggests models with two or three times morecomponents would still be interactively pleasant to work with. Skin is the major bottleneck, not underlyinganatomy.More complex primitives than ellipsoids could be used. An interesting direction would be to extractbones and, as far as possible, muscles, from medical data, and model \real" animals.At present, the model is kinematic, and joint position changes cause the muscle changes, while, in reality,it is muscle changes that move joints. It would be interesting to explore a physical simulation model basedon muscle contraction using this model.6 ConclusionsUse of approximate anatomical understructures to guide the positioning of skin for animal modeling andanimation is a natural, realistic and reasonably e�cient method of producing animal models. Ellipsoids areexcellent primitives for moderately realistic models, because they are succinct, provide collision detection,and can be made approximately the right shape. Skin can be generated and moved largely automatically inan acceptable period of time, and provides realistic-looking deformations.AcknowledgmentsList processing software by Yumi Tsuji and Allen Van Gelder was used in this software package. Allen VanGelder contributed many helpful suggestions concerning �ltering, skin motion, and texture-mapping. BradSmith went beyond the call of duty to keep the machine running. This research was supported in part byan NSF grant CCR-8958590.References[BM82] Norman I. Badler and M. A. Morris. Modelling exible articulated objects. InComputer Graphics82, Proceedings of the Online Conference, pages 305{14, Northwood Hills, UK, October 1982.Online Conferences.[Car94] Phil Carpenter. Commercial spot cola bears. Cinefex Magazine, December 1994.[CHP89] John E. Chadwick, David R. Haumann, and Richard E. Parent. Layered construction fordeformable animated characters. Proceddings of Graphics Interface '89, 23(3):243{252, 1989August, 1989.[Dun93] Jody Duncan. The beauty in the beast. Cinefex Magazine, (55), August 1993.15
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Figure 4: Two-Armed Structure in a non-resting position. At left is shown bones, muscles, stu�ng, and skinmesh. At right the texture-mapped skin.

Figure 5: The 39 Bones of the Zuni Cat (non-resting position).18



Figure 6: Bent Left Leg showing bones, muscles, stu�ng and skin mesh at left, and texture-mapped skin atright. In the image at left, blue vectors show connections from skin points to anchor points on ellipsoids,and red vectors show displacements of skin points from virtual anchor points.
Figure 7: Zuni Cat running, showing bones, muscles, and stu�ng at left and texture-mapped polygonal skinat right. 19



Figure 8: Three Cats demonstrating exibility.

Figure 9: Toad with muscles, bones, and stu�ng shown at left and texture-mapped polygonal skin at right.20


